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bike trail system and experience in the Roaring Fork Valley. 

Global Fat Bike Summit & Festival, Jan. 23-25, 2015 - Recap Notes 
Jackson, Wyoming, Snow King Mountain.  

Welcome, Introductions, Fat Bike 101 - History and Current Use 
Host: Gary Sjoquist, QBP Advocacy Director.  QBP = Quality Bike Parts, a primary wholesaler for all sorts of 
bike shop needs.  (Gary founded Bikes Belong in the 90’s, which is now PeopleForBikes, a lobbying group that 
speaks for most bike advocacy groups & now has more than 1,000,000 contacts in its database.) 
 
Past Summits: West Yellowstone, 2012, about 15-30 attendees.  Island Park, 2013.  Ogden, Utah, 2014, 120 
attendees.  4th Annual Summit, Jackson, WY, 200+ attendees registered. 

Jackson, Wy hosting this summit in part due to progressive local Forest Service policies. However, nearby 
Grand Teton and Yellowstone National Parks currently ban fat tire bikes on groomed routes; this summit is a 
step towards opening N.P.’s to fat bike users. 

Attendees this year include 3+ from National Park Service,  3 from BLM, 12+ from Forest Service, 6+ from 
State Parks.   

Fat Biking:  For Riders = new trails, new terrain.  For Retailers = bike shop biz thru the winter season.  For 
Both = a new season of riding in cold and snowy locations.  For Land Managers = new user group to manage, 
and for some, a potential new revenue source. 

“It’s not a fad.”  Doubling in size each year.  Fat bikes are not going away; new strategies are needed. 

2004/05: Surly Pugsley frames & fat rims become available.  2010/11: Full Salsa & Surly fat bikes become 
available.  2012: 45NRTH, fat bike accessories brand launched.  2012/13: Surly Moonlander with 4.7” tires 
becomes available.  2013: Cogburn brand launched, with focus on hunting/outdoorsman market.  2014: Bluto 
fat bike suspension fork & Bucksaw full suspension fat bike become available.  Manufacturers of fat bikes in 
2013: 50.   As of end of 2014 almost every bike brand now offers a fat bike frame (100+ brands).  Interest in fat 
bikes is global, not just USA.   

Great demographics.  Survey of fat bikers from Feb. 2014: household income = $128k+, 80% have a 
graduate’s degree, 70% are in professional / managerial positions.   

What are people doing on fat bikes?  71% report mainly riding traditional cross country style.  Of current fat 
bike owners, 64% would pay to ride groomed trails, 52% want to race fat bikes.  70% of mountain bikers who 
don’t currently plan to buy a fat bike… still want to demo one.   

What fat bike riders look for in a trail, top 4:  
1. Packed Snow,  
2. Moderate Climbs,  
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3. Groomed Snow,  
4. Narrow Trail. 

Continued education is needed to build public’s awareness and knowledge of fat bikes (don’t call them ‘snow 
bikes’).  Advocacy work needed to gain access to winter mountain bike, snowshoe, snow machine, and nordic 
trail systems in a shared use context.  Act responsibly and promote positive stewardship for the areas where 
fat bikes are being ridden. 

Scott Fitzgerald, owner of Fitzgerald Bicycles in Jackson, WY   
Now have 10 years of selling fat bikes in the Teton area, starting in 2005.  Jackson area had a problem: winter 
wheeled vehicles not allowed… Forest Service regulations were not built to allow fat bikes.  Worked with FS, 
and change the policies early on; no real conflicts on FS land to speak of at this point. 

Fat bikes are everywhere.  Every brand offers one (not a fad…), even Walmart sells them.  Weights are 
coming down compared to first steel frame versions.  Weights are starting to be the same as a normal 
mountain bike, and the costs are also the same as a normal bike.  Fat bike traction is incredible, on snow and 
dirt.  Fun factor for all rider types is undeniable.  Market is not just racers and enthusiasts.  It’s women, 
families, and (previously) non-cyclists, all looking for fun.   

Fat Bike Shared Use & Separate Use 
Tim Young, Wyoming Pathways, Moderator.  Topics: State of fat bike use, shared use, and safety.  Fat Bikes at 
Existing Nordic Centers.  How do fat bikes affect trail grooming?  Partnerships with Land Managers & Fat Bike 
Users. 
Linda Merigliano, Bridger Teton National Forest, General principles of Shared Use 
Andy Williams, Grand Targhee Resort, Shared & Separate Use 
Wendy Aber, Durango Bike Company, update on addition of fat bike specific trails at Durango Nordic trail 
system. 
Candy Fletcher, Marquette, MI, update on fat bike specific trails as tourist draw. 

Linda Merigliano: Shared Use, why should we care?  Access. Community.  Legacy.   
 Respect for People… attitude, communication, safety.  Single file riding on snowmobile trails… is a 
good idea.   When on the trail… “Chill out, this is way better than being at work!” 
 Respect for Land… Wildlife, water, beauty.  For sustainable trails, need to ride when the surface is firm.  
Funding is often key for grooming trails.  Some fat bike riders purchased snowmobile annual stickers/licenses 
to support grooming on forest routes; this was found not to be legal for bikes, but buying an out-of-state sticker 
ended up being a good loophole for fat bikers to support the grooming work primarily enjoyed by 
snowmobilers. 
 
Andy Williams: Grand Targhee was first to experiment with fat bikes on nordic trails.  Wanted to be ahead of 
the curve.  Developed a yield strategy: Bikes yield to skiers and snowshoes.   
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 Found that demo days are great for educating skeptics.  GT has received very little negative feedback; 
some hard core nordic ski guys simply don’t want to share the trails.   
 For shared use (especialy nordic) trails, there will simply be some times/days that you can’t/shouldn’t 
ride a fat bike.  Simply put, when the trail surface is too soft, it’s not fun riding + it damages the trail for other 
users. 

Wendy Aber: Durango, CO Nordic Center: first to provide dedicated fat bike routes.  $15/day, $100/season 
pass.  Most trails are open to fat bikes, although some are for snowshoe users only.  There is a feeling that 
nordic trails can be boring for fat bike riders, so the DNC developed some fat bike trails to spice things up for 
riders.   
 DNC’s Rules for Fat Biking on Trails: 
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Steamboat Springs / Howelson Hills has similar rules for their fat bike users on Nordic trails: 
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Candy Fletcher, Marquette, MI (If you haven’t already… watch “Cold Rolled” fat bike short film on Vimeo.com. 
Great story on building & maintaining a significant fat bike specific trail.): 
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Fat Bike Management on Public Lands 
Moderator, Gary Sjoquist, QBP 
John Sullivan, Idaho State Parks, Paul Gritten, WY State Parks, Ray Spencer, Bridger Teton National Forest 

John Sullivan:  Harriman State Park took first steps in 2013/14.  Grooming 20 miles of trail (shared use, non-
motorized use is increasing while motorized use is decreasing).  Fat biking is easily accessible, easy to learn, 
can be done in a day, requires less specialized gear than some other pursuits (ie. correct wax for snow temp), 
and has a broad appeal for families. 
 Fat biking is a perfect fit to Harriman’s vision and mission. (Which is likely similar to other public 
lands…)  JS is super psyched to get a new user group in to the Park.  Will let them explore and then develop 
the experience further with their feedback.  Very optimistic for the future, including events, clinics, tours, 
possibly a ‘fat tuesday’ event…  Harriman is being a leader in Idaho State Park system.  They want to support 
this user group so this type of access can spread to other parks. 

Paul Gritten, Non-motorized trails guy for WY State Parks, leading the charge to develop/maintain fat bike 
routes in Curt Gowdy State Park starting 2014/15.   
 Fat biking is exploding, why would we not want to be a part of this?  Want trails to be low-impact, 
sustainable, diverse, and to have multiple loops.  Looking to use snowmobiles to trackback these seasonal 
winter trails.  Unfortunately, not much snow at Curty Gowdy S.P. this year.  After initial grooming, now started to 
melt a couple weeks later.  Maybe chose too sunny part of the park.  This will be a work in progress.  Using a 
Skidoo with a Yellowstone Systems grooming drag implement. 
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Ray Spencer, Bridge Teton Nat’l Forest (Previously with White River Nat’l Forest, Aspen-Sopris District.  Knows 
many current WRNF, A-S district staffers). 
 Shared use is working.  Especially between snowmobiles and fat bikes.  BTNF saw the fat bike trend 
early and realized it was not a fad.  Looked at Travel Management Plan and made revisions to allow for winter 
time fat bike use. 
 Grooming of forest routes is by Wyoming State Trails, so biggest concern was fast snowmobiles vs. 
slow fat bikes.  First big special event took good precautions for safety.  Bikes move to the side of the trail.  
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Snowmobiles have been polite as requested.  There have been no complaints (between fat bikes & 
snowmobiles) for 5+ years.  
 Fat bikers wanted to help with grooming.  Out-of-state stickers provide fat bikers a legal way to 
contribute to the (mostly snowmobile sticker program) winter trail grooming fund. 

Sean Harwood, US Forest Service Region 1 & 4 - Program Lead for Travel Management & Dispersed 
Recreation. 
 -Overview of FS structure and ever decreasing federal funding situation.   
 -Local Partners need to continue to step up in the face of limited FS budget. 
 -2005 rule banned cross country travel (for all users except foot, horse, and specific snowmobile play  
 areas).  So… stay on the trails…. 

Land Manager Award, 2015: 

IMBA on Fat Bikes: 
 IMBA E.D. Mike Van Able opened the panel discussion by noting that IMBA views fat bikes, quite 
simply, as mountain bikes.  Many of the same access issues faced in the earlier days of mountain bike 
advocacy are coming up right now for fat bikes.  We have the tools and strategies to gain access for fat bikes 
where they are most appropriate.   
 Reports and updates on current advocacy successes and challenges were given by Jason Bertolacci, 
COMBA E.D., and IMBA CO/WY Region Director, Anthony Duncan, IMBA Mid Atlantic R.D., Andy Williamson, 
Great Lakes R.D., Igor Hoogendorn, IMBA Canada Co-Director, and Mike Pritchard, RFMBA E.D., and IMBA 
CO/WY Associate R.D. 
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45NRTH Groomed Singletrack Initiative: 
Kurt Barkley, Marketing Manager.  Website launching soon, stay tuned.  groomedsingletrack.com  You’ll be 
able to add events, & add fat bike groomed singletrack to the map.  A collaboration with MTBproject.com is 
now in the works.  Social media promotion:  #ridegroomed 

PeopleForBikes:  
Charlie Cooper presented a quick update. Coalition of individuals, businesses and organizations that support 
better bicycling in urban, rural, & trail settings.   1,038,000+ people are now in the database.  This 1M+ number 
is considered a good minimum to get full attention when lobbying for policy change in Washington D.C.  There 
is a real need for continual investment in bicycle infrastructure.  P For B is financially stable, but needs to 
spread the word.  Groups can/should consider an email + Facebook appeal to help grow this voice.  
peopleforbikes.org to add your name. 

The Next Step: Groomed Singletrack for Fat Bikes 
Moderator: Amanda Carey, Mountain Bike the Tetons (an IMBA Chapter) 
Andy Williams, re: Jolly Green Giants singletrack at Grand Targhee 
John Gaddo, QBP, fat bike grooming examples & devices 
Paul Gritten, WY State Parks, re: grooming singletrack at Curty Gowdy S.P. 
Doug Edgerton, Yellowstone Track Systems - the Art of Grooming 

Andy Williams:  Jolly Green Giants is a summer trail (built 2014) designed to also be groomed with a 
snowmobile during winter season.  Very important to consider snowmobile maneuverability.  JGG requires a 
couple tight turns where the snowmobile needs to be hefted around the corner.  Width between big trees is 
important.   
 Lots of overlap between downhill skiers and and mountain bikers = fat bike ride after skiing Grand 
Targhee lifts.   
 6% grades, 42” wide trail, avoiding tight turn radius (25’ Radius min. is ideal).  Beware steep cross 
slopes.  Time is an ingredient.  Let the packed track set before opening to riding… Try for overnight setting for 
best results. 
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John Gaddo:  Made similar points at IMBA World Summit in August 2014: 
 -Fat bikes are mountain bikes, just different terrain.  Trail progression… snow berms = good!  Evolution 
of trail grooming accommodates more types of riders & creates a successful experience.  Fat bikers want 
snowpacked trails to ride on.  Many users prefer singletrack experience & a trail dedicated to fat bike use.  
These types of trails reduce the desire for riders to seek shared use on nordic trail systems & helps to avoid 
conflicts.  Evolution of Grooming: 
 -Human powered packing/grooming:  Use snowshoes or bikes.  Use pull behind devices.  Trail widths 
are narrow.  Consistent snowfall can be a challenge for volunteers to keep up with. 
 -Mechanical grooming:  Machine with a draft implement.  Wider = faster + safer riding.  Allows staff (or 
volunteers) to groom more miles of trail in less time.   
 -Machine types: Snowmobiles, Pisten Bully, Tracked ATV’s, Rokon AWD Motorcycle (with super wide & 
super low PSI tires).  Timber sled (motorcycle with narrow track on back + front ski). 
 -Grooming implements: rollers, skids, sleds, drags, augers, blades, plows.  Will often need more than 
one type of implement for grooming during different conditions.   
 -Trails availalble for quality fat biking are expanding.  Some clubs are making purpose built trails.  
Advances in grooming techniques, means more miles, more quickly.  Ridership is on the rise.  Fat bike trail 
systems need rules, signage, and education.   
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Doug Edgerton, Yellowstone Track Systems:  Turning snow… into fun.  Snow = water…. but, snow is only 1/3 
water.  Packing crystals tightly and removing air from the snowpack can result in a snowmobile trail being 2/3 
water.  Everyone’s snow is different… but it always needs to be compacted.   
 -Rollers or compression is one method, but not the best way to get to an ideal packed trail surface.  
Better to shear the snow crystals, breaking off the spikes of the snow flakes, so that the crystals get smaller, 
allowing them to be compacted more easily & more tightly.  Using shear blades and tillers prior to compaction 
will get those snow crystals to be smaller and to create a more concrete-like surface that will stand up longer to 
greater amounts of trail user traffic.  
 -Grooming in the afternoon can be better due to warmer temps causing higher water content in the 
snowpack.  Below is an example of Yellowstone’s new fat bike specific groomer.  From the manufacturer, which 
has focused on nordic grooming equipment for years:  
 -“Cost is $1,795 standard model, another $700 if you wanted an actuator on it to raise the front.  The 
fatbike drags are 30 inches wide and 54 inches wide. Large and small. Frames are steel. The sweeps on the 
side are to push snow back to form a vertical wall to discourage traffic from using the edges. The rear of the 
groomers will accept a lot of additional weight. And yes they will pack better than a Ginzu. Wheeled fatbikes 
need a much harder surface than ski trails. The small drag is 30 inches wide and 54 inches long minus the 
draw bar and weighs 210 pounds. the large is 54 inches wide by 95 inches long and weighs 340 pounds. Both 
drags use a trip release on the blade frame the swings back like the Ginzu knives and automatically resets. 
Each has two blade positions, up for fresh and down for hard snow.” 

Summit Wrap up Comments from Todd Thibodeau, Chairman Wyoming Pathways,  Luther Propst (IMBA Board 
Member & Outdoor Alliance Board Chairman) + Adam Cramer (Outdoor Alliance Ex. Director): 
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 -General excitement about the day’s presentations.  Everyone has come to this summit with Solutions, 
not Complaints & not Demands.  The strategies on display are inspiring and are absolutely the correct way to 
continue forward. 

Festival continued on the 24th & morning of the 25th with demo bikes available for everyone, a fat bike race, 
and a tour of plowed roads in Grand Teton N.P.  Demo bikes were ridden on the short track test loop at base of 
Storm King ski area, and on the nearby trail system of Cache Creek.  The main route along Cache Creek is 
groomed 12’+ wide, and provided a gentle uphill ride that was somewhat crowded with hikers, runners, dog 
walkers, skate skiers, classic skiers, a skier skijoring with a big dog, and of course fat tire riders on demo bikes. 
No trail conflicts were experienced, even with the packed trailhead.  The way back down to the trailhead was 
via summer time singletrack that had been packed down 18” wide by local riders using snow shoes and human 
powered drags.  This was an excellent riding experience that showed the potential for what’s possible in other 
parts of the country, both for shared use trails & packed/groomed singletrack.  

End.
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